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Receptor-mediated exopolysaccharide perception controls bacterial infection 
  Yasuyuki Kawaharada and Simon Kelly 

Surface polysaccharides are important for bacterial interactions with multicellular organisms and 
have been identified as virulence factors in pathogens. In the legume-rhizobium symbiosis, bacterial 
exopolysaccharides (EPS) are pivotal for normal development of infected nitrogen-fixing root 
nodules; however, the mechanism by which EPS functions in the process remains unknown. We 
have addressed the question of EPS function by asking if plants directly perceive EPS in a receptor-
mediated process. 

Wild-type Mesorhizobium loti strain R7A produces an acidic EPS 
composed of octameric subunits, giving rise to mucoid colony growth. 
In contrast, an exoU mutant of this strain secretes a penta-glycan 
(truncated EPS) and has a rough colony appearance. When inoculated 
onto Lotus japonicus Gifu, the R7AexoU strain induced small-
uninfected root nodule primordia barely visible as “bumps” compared 
to infected mature nodules induced by R7A. This distinct phenotype 
was utilised in a suppressor screen aimed at identifying plant genes 
involved in the response to bacterial EPS. A population of chemically 
mutagenised Gifu plants was screened after R7exoU inoculation and a 
suppressor line that developed nitrogen-fixing root nodules was 
isolated (Figure 1). Map-based cloning and sequencing revealed the 
suppressor line contained a mutation in a LysM receptor-like kinase 
gene named Epr3 (exopolysaccharide receptor). 
 
Symbiotic phenotypes of wild-type EPS 
producing (R7A), an EPS-deficient 
(R7AexoB) and the truncated-EPS 
producing (R7AexoU) strains were 
examined on Gifu and epr3 mutant 
plants. Reduced infection thread (IT) 
formation was observed on epr3 mutants 

compared to Gifu inoculated with R7A. A reduction was also seen on 
Gifu inoculated with R7AexoB compared to R7A. This suggests that 
wild-type EPS is perceived by EPR3 and promotes infection. 
R7AexoU is severely impaired in IT development on Gifu but is able 
to initiate and form some full length ITs on epr3 mutants, indicating 
that perception of truncated-EPS strongly impairs rhizobial 
colonisation. In vitro binding assays showed that purified EPR3 
protein is able to directly interact with an EPS octasaccharide 
monomer in a time- and EPR3- dependent manner (Figure 2).  
 
Epr3 promoter-reporter gene fusion constructs were used to monitor the expression of Epr3. 
Expression was observed in epidermal cells within susceptible root zones of inoculated plants and 
high levels of fluorescence were observed in root hairs with ITs. In addition, Epr3 expression was 
observed at the epidermal-cortical cell boundary suggesting an additional role for EPR3 perception 
of EPS in controlling infection progression at the epidermal-cortical cell boundary. This is supported 
by the observation that ITs formed by the EPS-deficient R7AexoB strain on Gifu plants appeared 
arrested or temporarily arrested at the cortical boundary. 
 
Altogether we conclude that EPS, in addition to its passive physicochemical roles during bacterial 
growth, serves as a signal that is recognised by the EPR3 receptor. The EPR3 perception 
mechanisms and downstream consequences provide a challenge for the future. 
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